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INTRODUCTION

ABORIGINAL CRISIS

AND THE SILENCE OF THE LEFT

The 1990s have been dominated, unlike any previous decade, by issues
relating to the relationship between Aboriginal communities and the Cana-
dian state. 1990 witnessed the Oka crisis in which groups of Mohawk
warriors took up armed resistance against the municipal government of
Oka, Quebec. City leaders planned to extend a golf course by cutting down
a pine forest sacred to the Mohawk people. Resistance soon spread to
Kahnawake, a large Mohawk reserve on the south shore of Montreal. Years
of expropriation of the reserve lands for the building of roads and bridges to
serve Montreal had left Kahnawake in a strategic position. Mohawk warri-
ors seized this advantage and, for two months, blockaded the Mercier
Bridge and adjacent roads, bringing traffic on the south shore to a standstill.
Despite support for the Mohawk cause from a number of quarters—
spontaneous donations of food from a number of Montreal’s ethnic com-
munities, for example—others expressed frightening hostility. Spurred on
by popular local radio personality, Gilles Proulx, an angry mob gathered at
the Montreal end of the Mercier bridge and stoned a caravan of cars
transporting the very young and the elderly away from the reserve to safety.
One elderly man was seriously injured when a rock crashed through his car
window and hit him. The residents of Kahnawake also witnessed nightly
orgies of hate as citizens of neighbouring Chateauguay hung and burned
effigies in rituals clearly reminiscent of Klan violence.

Government officials and opinion leaders must take the lion’s share of
the blame for the tensions and hostile atmosphere. Their inflamed rhetoric
and provocative actions encouraged the excesses that marked the summer of
1990. Food supplies were cut off; supporters of the Mohawks, or indeed
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anyone who looked “Indian,” were harassed, while thousands of soldiers
with tanks, helicopters and machine guns added to the atmosphere of fear
and crisis. However, perhaps most troubling of all for those sympathetic to
the Mohawk struggle for justice was the absence of support from the
working class in both Quebec and the rest of Canada. A show of support
from organized labour could have helped end the crisis in its early days, yet
none was forthcoming. Clearly, labour did not see its interests tied to the
success of the Mohawk struggle.

As the 1990s came to a close, the news was again dominated by an
“Aboriginal issue.” This time the spark did not come from a small group of
Aboriginal militants defending their lands. Rather, the situation was set
ablaze by a decision taken by the Supreme Court of Canada in September
1999. The case involved, ironically, an individual, Donald Marshall, who
had previously achieved notoriety for having been unjustly imprisoned for
eleven years for a murder he did not commit. In 1993, his “crime” was to
catch and sell 210 kilograms of eels out of season. For countless generations
Mi’kmaw people have lived by harvesting fish, lobster, clams and other
seafood. A treaty signed with the British in 1760, one of a series of
eighteenth-century treaties, recognized the new right of British settlement
as well as the traditional right of the Mi’kmaw to live by fishing, hunting,
cutting and so on. These rights have been claimed and verified by the
Supreme Court from time to time, but the governments of Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick have regularly refused to recognize the Supreme Court
decisions (Bear Nicholas 1994: 4–6). The Supreme Court decided in the
Marshall case that those covered by the treaty had the right to earn a
“moderate living by fishing.”

The events that followed were dispiriting. Despite the small number of
Aboriginal fishers some non-Native fishers reacted angrily to the decision.
The main trouble-spot is the lobster fishery. Non-Native lobster fishers in
the Maritimes need a federal license to catch lobster. They also have limits
placed on the number of traps they can set, the size of lobster they can keep
and the seasons during which they can fish. Aboriginal fishers, while also
bound by size restrictions and an overall need for conservation, are allowed
to set traps and sell their catch at any time. They may make only “a
moderate living” from the fishery, however, which means that no one
Aboriginal fisher can catch and sell more than would provide food, cloth-
ing, shelter and other necessities for his or her family. Some non-Native
fishers reacted violently despite the fact that of the total of roughly two
million lobster traps set in the Maritimes only twelve thousand, or about 0.6
percent of the total, were set by Native fishers.

The days following the initial decision were marked by violence. Non-
Native fishers were upset at what they felt were “special” rights for
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Aboriginal fishers, and they expressed their opposition as a concern for
conservation. The worst confrontations took place near the Burnt Church
reserve in New Brunswick. There, over one hundred non-Native fishing
boats were used to destroy the traps of Native fishers. A Native ceremonial
structure was burned, and a Mi’kmaw man injured when the truck he was
driving was rammed. Threats and intimidation occurred throughout fishing
communities in the Maritimes. The violence stemmed in part from igno-
rance, as some non-Native fishers exaggerated the threat to the lobster
stocks and their livelihoods. It also stemmed from government inaction and
media overreaction. The government never took the lead in quelling fears,
and the media continually referred to the situation in inflated terms,
describing it as a “battle” or a “war,” and by raising the spectre that many
natural resource industries would fall under significant Native control.

As in the Oka crisis, organized labour failed to take significant initiatives
to ease tensions and forge alliances. Few, if any, of the voices heard
portrayed Aboriginal fishers, or loggers or hunters, as anything other than a
threat to the interests of non-Natives. As through much of their history,
Aboriginal peoples have found themselves struggling nearly alone.

The non-Native community is confused by the court rulings of the
1990s that have recognized a few of the long-standing and long-ignored
treaty rights. The Paul case in 1998 gave Aboriginal persons in New
Brunswick right of access to timber on Crown land, although that decision
was overturned in the Provincial Superior Court. Other decisions have
extended hunting and fishing rights in various regions of Canada. Many
Canadians, led by the Canadian Alliance (then Reform) Party, have called
for the abolition of Indian status and the treatment of every Canadian as
“equal.” This means that in future there would be no status Indians, no
reserves and, importantly, no treaties or treaty rights. Like the 1969 White
Paper initiative of Trudeau’s then Minister of Indian Affairs, Jean Chrétien,
the recent demands of the Canadian Alliance would solve the “Aboriginal
question” by denying the existence of anything Aboriginal in Canada.
Surely, they argue, enough time has passed since European civilization
became dominant, surely the process of assimilation is far enough advanced,
surely the culture of the Western world is attractive enough that we can tear
up the treaties and finally relegate “Aboriginalness” to the history books for
good. When the federal government announces that settling all outstanding
treaty, land and other claims could cost taxpayers as much as $200 billion,
one can see why the Canadian Alliance position is attractive for some
(Scofield 1999b: A3).

This past decade was also marked by a four-year, $60-million-dollar
Royal Commission; the stand-off at Gustafsen Lake; and the tragic killing of
Dudley George. Most significant of all, perhaps, is the Nisga’a Agreement,
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which resolves a centuries-old land claim by the Nisga’a of Northwest
British Columbia. As reported in the Globe and Mail:

The agreement grants the Nisga’a people the right to self-govern-
ment over about 2,000 square kilometres in northwestern British
Columbia and $487.1 million in benefits and cash. The Nisga’a
people will begin paying taxes and they have given up their rights
to further claims. (Scofield 1999a: A4)

The agreement, which is awaiting final Parliamentary approval, has created
much controversy. While the details of the agreement have been ques-
tioned, the principal criticism has come from those who argue that it creates
a racially based government. Such criticisms stand on the modern, liberal
notion that each person qua citizen must be equal under the law. Canada, it
is argued, should be a nation of equal citizens with no special rights or
privileges for a province, a group or a person.

In a society so infused with liberal ideas as ours, this rhetoric has a
powerful appeal to all classes. Ironically, its appeal is even greater for those
who experience oppression of various kinds in their lives. If I have to work
hard, make do and so on, so the rhetoric goes, why should someone else get
special status, be it linguistic or cultural privilege or a right to access
resources? It is not uncommon to hear opposition to particular rights for
Quebec combined with similar criticisms of what are perceived the unique
privileges of status Indians. The oppressed often interpret inequities in
society as the result of the special treatment accorded others. This can easily
translate into opposition to anything that resembles difference. As citizens of
the same state special rights cannot be justified on liberal ideological
grounds. How then can supporters of the Nisga’a or the Mi’kmaw fishers
justify a right unique to these groups? Within the liberal paradigm there is
really no answer to such a question.

We respond to these questions in two ways: the first takes account of
the history of the relationship between Aboriginal communities and the
Canadian state and the second draws on the uniqueness of their traditional
cultures. First, it is misleading at best to argue against the exercise of treaty
rights by saying that all should be equal citizens. Contracts, licenses and
other legal documents recognize that different citizens can do different
things. This is commonplace. In addition, the Indian Act already places status
Indians living on-reserve in a legally unique, and decidedly inferior, posi-
tion and has done so unabated since 1876. Second, and of greater interest to
us, Aboriginal cultures are not simply one more strand of a multicultural
tapestry. Their traditions, which probably most Aboriginal persons want to
preserve, are not easily compatible with the bourgeois, liberal democracy to
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which the remainder of Canada is committed. Being treated as equal
Canadians amounts to cultural genocide. Of course, this is not to imply that
traditional forms of governance did not value equality or freedom. Rather,
we must be mindful that treating the founding ideals of modern Western
culture as ubiquitous forces behaviours, forms of interaction, economic
values and political values onto peoples whose traditions are incommensu-
rate with our own. A consequence of such forced imposition has been the
crises in Aboriginal–state relations and within Aboriginal communities
themselves, which we are presently witnessing.

The system in which tiny reserves are governed by a band council
sanctioned by the Department of Indian and Northern Affairs does not
appear to be working. Reserves suffer from chronic housing shortages. The
people living there endure much greater poverty, live substantially shorter
lives and suffer much higher unemployment than most others living in
Canada. Most cruelly, they see their children commit suicide in epidemic
proportions. Substance abuse is high because feelings of hopelessness are
omnipresent. Leaving the reserve offers little hope. The mainstream culture
of Canada’s urban areas is often a hostile place, as racism only compounds
these other problems.

Many Canadians are confused by Native–non-Native confrontations,
legal and political challenges to the status quo and the continued existence
of a marginalized population. The limbo of the reserve system was never
intended as a long-term arrangement. Reserves were the stepping stone to
assimilation, holding pens where the Aboriginalness of the first people could
be more easily washed away, even if, in an irony of history, their very
isolation helped protect Aboriginal culture. The choice presently facing
Aboriginal peoples is between the two equally difficult options of moder-
nity and tradition. Choosing to embrace modernity requires no analysis, no
strategy, no allies. While such a decision may be difficult in practice, it is
easy to think out theoretically. One need only adopt the way of life of the
majority: work in a factory or office; consume; live as a free, liberal citizen
in the universal, homogeneous state. Choosing traditional life is more
difficult. What resources are needed to reinvigorate these traditions? How
can they be acquired? How can the pervasiveness of the ideology of
modernity be counteracted?

The search for answers to these questions and the struggle to implement
them is going on daily. Efforts are being made to recover and use Native
languages that have largely fallen into disuse. A Mohawk immersion school
in Kahnawake serves as a model for many communities, encouraging them
to set up schools on-reserve to teach the young traditional values. Ceremo-
nies are being practised with greater frequency. Important as these steps are,
though, they do not address the most fundamental issue, which is that a
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culture, a way of life, involves at its base an economy, a set of practices and
ideas concerning how a community makes its living. Traditional cultures
were based on economic practices vastly different from our own. Dominique
Temple (1988) describes it as the difference between a reciprocal economy
in which sharing is the fundamental value, and an exchange economy in
which competition and taking advantage are the core ideals. Traditional
Aboriginal economies, particularly in the northeastern part of Turtle Island
(or North America), were based on the land and the free, unrestricted access
of everyone to its resources. The land was honoured as the source of life.
There was little private accumulation (the most respected persons were
those who gave away the most), and there was no hierarchy of persons. Not
only could land not be sold, almost nothing could be sold. We, on the other
hand, will buy and sell almost everything, from human organs to ideas and
to genetic codes. The majority in modern, liberal–bourgeois societies who
lack direct access to resources must sell their labour or starve. Honours are
bestowed on those whose personal hoard could feed millions upon millions
in any given year.

How can the choice to live traditionally be made viable? The short
answer is that physical and institutional space is needed within which a
traditional economy can be practised free from encroachment by modern
capitalist pressures. Achieving this will require allies. Government is not
interested in helping; the past 133 years has shown us this. Even today,
government contests every treaty claim, every land claim, every assertion of
rights. The Indian Act, which is the legislative centrepiece of the relationship
between the Canadian state and the Aboriginal people, has served as a
model for the apartheid regime in South Africa. Business, as well, opposes
any extension of a genuinely Aboriginal culture for a familiar reason. When
land and resources and people exist traditionally they are no longer available
for exploitation and profit. Land being used for a subsistence livelihood,
whether here or elsewhere throughout the world, is off the market. No
money is to be made when a peasant village consumes what it produces.
“Entrepreneurial” activity is possible only when goods and labour exchange
hands. There is no exchange, and hence no opportunity for
entrepreneurialism, when the products of labour are consumed directly.
Capitalism spread internationally through development, a process which has
helped undermine self-sufficient indigenous economies, replacing them
with economies based on commodity production and exchange. There is
little hope that business will aid the process of preserving and protecting a
traditional economy.

This leaves labour. To date, labour at best has been cool in its response
to Aboriginal attempts to resist the incorporation of land and people into
the modern economy. They see their jobs as dependent upon continuing
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exploitation of natural resources, and Aboriginal peoples seem to be stand-
ing in the way. Such a hostile stance, though, is not necessary, even if it is
understandable. The working class has never lost sight of the fact that the
owners of capital use their labour for profit. When wages are driven down
and jobs are “lost,” only to be “found” again in low-wage sectors in the
developing world, labour is under no illusions about its friends and its
enemies. Understanding of the source of the problem, however, often
betrays the effects of ideological hegemony. For example, labour often
conceives of social and economic problems in the terms of the dominant
discourse. Labour, as well as business, speaks of the need to pay down the
debt and put Canada’s financial house in order. In addition, it has adopted
much of the mythical imagery that infuses contemporary discourse: taxes
are too high; everyone can make it; business must be able to make a profit;
hard work is a moral value; and so on. So, despite the reading of economic
developments by the working class in ways that draw attention to its
opposition to the capitalist class, the working class is often caught up in the
liberal worldview of the bourgeois order. The outlook and understandings
of bourgeois society are so prevalent—Antonio Gramsci referred to them as
“hegemonic”—that the working class often loses a clear sense of its natural
friends and foes. There is, however, a now more clearly/now more dimly
viewed common experience of oppression and struggle between labour and
Aboriginal communities.

This should make them natural allies. However, the precise nature of
their opposition to the dominant, capitalist class differs. Despite important
debates within Aboriginal communities over the value of specific strategies
such as self-government (Monture-Angus 1999: Chapter 1), there is wide-
spread agreement on the need to create economic and political “space”
within which traditional practices can flourish. Labour, on the other hand,
wants a return to the 1950s and 1960s when secure, full-time, unionized
jobs were much more common. On the surface these two agendas do not
easily coalesce into a common front. Our question, then, is does the left’s
analysis of the Aboriginal question, and of the meaning and possibility of a
traditional culture surviving in the modern world, contribute to the forging
of alliances between the working-class struggle and that of Aboriginal
peoples? Further, do the values that ground the left’s world outlook commit
it to a vision of progress in which what is Aboriginal is doomed? Is the left,
and the progressive wing of the labour movement, so irreducibly modern in
its presuppositions that, like the state and the interests of business, it is also
hostile to a traditional way of life?

The book is divided into four chapters. Chapter 1 deals with the history
of the Aboriginal peoples and their continuing struggle for survival. Chapter
2 examines the left’s response to, and analysis of, this history of struggle.
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Chapter 3 argues that the left’s generally critical reaction to the “Aboriginal
question” is based on a particular reading of Marxism. Specifically, Marxism
is understood to be a variant of modernity that, like liberalism, capitalism,
scientism and fetishized technology, is seen as flowing from the enlighten-
ment idea of unceasing progress through the application of an instrumental
rationality. Chapter 4 examines the reading of Marx implicit in the left’s
analysis of the Aboriginal question with a view to answering the question of
whether or not the critique of Marxism in the Aboriginal commentators is
well-founded.




